FAIR BOARD[371]

Rules transferred from agency number 430 to 371 to conform with the reorganization numbering scheme in general.

CHAPTER 1
GENERAL RULES

1.1(173) Functions
1.2(173) Organization and operations
1.3(173) Rules
1.4(173) Admissions
1.5(173) Returned checks
1.6(173) Records
1.7(173) Liability insurance
1.8(173) Hiring

CHAPTER 2
TRAFFIC, PARKING AND PUBLIC SAFETY

2.1(173) Purpose
2.2(173) Definitions
2.3(173) General traffic
2.4(173) Parking control
2.5(173) Public safety—weapons
2.6(173) Alcoholic beverages

CHAPTER 3
CAMPGROUNDS

3.1(173) Camping facilities available
3.2(173) Registration
3.3(173) Advance registration
3.4(173) Parking and traffic
3.5(173) Violation of rules

CHAPTER 4
SPACE SALES

4.1(173) Right to sell privileges
4.2(173) Limited to license agreement privileges
4.3(173) License agreement renewal
4.4(173) Reassignment of license agreements
4.5(173) Extortion
4.6(173) Board approval of space used
4.7(173) Rental fee
4.8(173) Liens
4.9(173) Insurance
4.10(173) Preparation opening date
4.11(173) Building on space
4.12(173) Approval of board
4.13(173) Painting and alterations removed
4.14(173) Removal of structures
4.15(173) Opening day
4.16(173) Access
4.17(173) Dismantling
4.18(173) Quitting premises
4.19(173) Removal of structures
SPECIFIC RULES FOR INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITS

4.20(173) Permanent or semipermanent structures
4.21(173) Electric light and power
4.22(173) Use of sound
4.23(173) Decorating material
4.24(173) Deliveries
4.25(173) Discrimination
4.26(173) Violation of license agreement

SPECIFIC RULES FOR CONCESSIONS

4.27(173) Direct selling

CHAPTER 5
YOUTH HOUSING AND DINING HALL

5.1(173) Housing

CHAPTER 6
COMPETITIVE EXHIBITS AND COMPETITIONS
GENERAL RULES

6.1(173) Composition of exhibits
6.2(173) Filing date
6.3(173) Fees
6.4(173) Placement and release of exhibits
6.5(173) Time of judging
6.6(173) Entries
6.7(173) Fraud and misrepresentation
6.8(173) Erroneous entries
6.9(173) Entry tags
6.10(173) Transportation charges
6.11(173) Exhibit safety
6.12(173) Early removal of exhibits
6.13(173) Protests
6.14(173) Judges
6.15(173) Premiums
6.16(173) Specials
6.17(173) Only one exhibitor
6.18(173) Entries by creator
6.19(173) Entries by owner
6.20(173) Substitution of animals
6.21(173) Elimination of classification
6.22(173) Health requirements
6.23(173) Health rules
6.24(173) Clean stalls
6.25(173) Exhibition of stalls
6.26(173) Prompt showing
6.27(173) Purebred entries
6.28(173) Reserved pens
6.29(173) Rent refund
6.30(173) Forage
6.31(173) Insurance
CHAPTER 7
INTERIM EVENTS

7.1(173) Interim events
7.2(173) Policy, insurance, concessions and security
7.3(173) Miscellaneous services offered
7.4(173) Horse shows
7.5(173) Horse sales
7.6(173) Cattle sales/shows
7.7(173) Sheep sales
7.8(173) Swine sales/shows
7.9(173) Walnut Center
7.10(173) Varied industries building
7.11(173) Agriculture building
7.12(173) Youth inns
7.13(173) Campgrounds
7.14(173) Grandstand racetrack
7.15(173) Livestock pavilion
7.16(173) Multimedia center
7.17(173) Family theaters
7.18(173) Sheep and baby beef barn
7.19(173) 4-H exhibit building
7.20(173) Elwell family food center
7.21(173) Richard O. Jacobson exhibition center
7.22(173) Paul R. Knapp animal learning center

CHAPTER 8
ADMITTANCE AND USE OF FAIRGROUNDS

8.1(173) Curfew
8.2(173) Admittance to grounds
8.3(173) Metal detectors
8.4(173) Pets

CHAPTER 9
PUBLIC RECORDS AND
FAIR INFORMATION PRACTICES
(Uniform Rules)

9.1(17A,22) Definitions
9.3(17A,22) Requests for access to records
9.9(17A,22) Disclosures without the consent of the subject
9.10(17A,22) Routine use
9.11(17A,22) Consensual disclosure of confidential records
9.12(17A,22) Release to subject
9.13(17A,22) Availability of records
9.14(17A,22) Personally identifiable information—personnel files
9.15(17A,22) Other groups of records
9.16(17A,22) Data processing systems